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Dear BAUR Partner, Dear Customer!
It’s only been a few months since we started selling our new, fully-automatic cable test van, titron, and we’re now
upgrading its range of equipment with some interesting functions. These will focus on the easy and intuitive
operation for ensuring efficient cable fault location and diagnostics. Read more on this in our article below.
This time, our series of articles for efficient cable fault location is centred around time domain reflectometry. Next,
our case study follows a test engineer in the Swiss Alps, who located a cable fault in a pumped storage
hydropower station.
We hope you enjoy reading these and our other articles!

Cable test van titron with new functions
Efficient cable diagnostics and fault location
It’s only been a few months since the launch of the new, fully-automatic
cable test van titron and BAUR is already expanding its range of
equipment.
>> more

Expertise
BAUR article series for cable fault location
Time domain reflectometry is one of the most frequently used methods for
fault location because it provides information on the cable length and joint
locations and also helps locate low-resistive faults (such as short-circuits).
>> more

Case study
Cable fault location in a pumped storage hydropower station
Robert L’Eplattenier, test engineer and CEO of Gasenzer AG, often travels
“in the field” and is even more often in the Swiss mountains. In February

“in the field” and is even more often in the Swiss mountains. In February
2015, one job took him literally into the mountains. In the underground
pumped storage hydropower station Grimsel II of Oberhasli AG Power
Works, a medium-voltage cable in the power derivation of a 100 MVA
generator was faulty.
>> more

New product video
Features and application of the paula phase identification set
The paula phase identification set is used for clear phase identification in
earthed and short-circuited medium- and high-voltage cables. A new
product video on BAUR’s YouTube page provides information on the most
important features when using paula.
>> more

BAUR Customer Survey 2015
In great demand with customers and sales representatives
In September, we conducted the BAUR customer survey in eight
languages. The aim of this annual survey is to gather information on
products, features and marketing activities from customers, partners and
employees.
>> more

Events review
BAUR travelling around the world
A review of the most important events in the last few months.
>> more
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